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1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a group and R a commutative ring. One of the main objects
 .investigated in the theory of group rings is the unit group U s U R, G of
the group ring RG. Despite many efforts, the structure of this group is
very poorly understood, especially when the group is infinite. The aim of
 .this work is to study the normalizer N s N R, G of G in U. This group
acts by conjugation on G, and the group of automorphisms of G obtained
in this way is denoted by Aut G. Therefore Aut G is isomorphic to NrC,R R
 .where C s C R, G is the center of U. Since G : N, the group Inn G of
inner automorphisms of G is contained in Aut G, and by Out G weR R
denote the group Aut GrInn G f NrGC. Out interest in the group N isR
motivated by the following properties:
}any element of Aut G induces the identity on cohomology;R
}if G is a finite group and R is G-adapted i.e., R is an integral
 .domain of characteristic 0 in which no element of p G is invertible,
 .where p G denotes the set of all primes p such that G has an element of
. w xorder p , then the isomorphism problem for the group ring R G = Z has
a positive solution if and only if it has a positive solution for RG and
Aut G s Inn G. Moreover, if G admits no epimorphisms onto the infiniteR
cyclic group, and R is any commutative ring such that Aut G / Inn G,R
w x then the isomorphism problem for R G = Z has negative solution for the
w x.proof see 6, Lemmas 6 and 7 .
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w xIt has been proved in 3 that if G is a finite group with a normal Sylow
 .  .2-subgroup, then Aut G s Inn G, i.e., N Z, G s GC Z, G . Below weZ
give an easy argument for the equality Aut G s Inn G in the case whenR
G has a normal Sylow 2-subgroup, and R is the ring of integers in a CN
 .number field see Section 3 for a definition . Another proof of this result
w xhas been given in 7 where the author proves this equality also for some
w xother families of groups. However, the consideration in 7 shows that in all
known cases the equality N s GC is a consequence of the properties of
Aut G rather than a group ring phenomena. Therefore one may suspect
that the equality may not hold when the structure of the set of 2-subgroups
of G is more complicated. In fact, K. W. Roggenkamp and A. Zimmer-
mann succeeded in constructing a family of solvable of class 2 groups for
which Aut G / Inn G for a suitable ring of algebraic integers in a numberR
field. As a consequence, they proved that Aut G / Inn G for any semilo-Zp
 w x .calisation Z of Z see 10 for more details . This together with the resultsp
w xof 6 leads to an example of a polycyclic group H such that for a suitable
ring of algebraic integers R the isomorphism problem for RH has negative
 w x .solution see 6, 11 for details . It was not clear for some time whether
the examples of Roggenkamp and Zimmermann work over Z, but recently
w xM. Hertweck has produced a manuscript 2 where he shows that these
examples do not work over Z. Hertweck constructs another example, a
group of order 218 ? 9728 for which he claims that Aut G / Inn G. More-Z
w xover, he refines the methods of 6 to construct a counterexample to the
finite group ring isomorphism problem over Z. I did not check all details of
his work, but if his claims are correct there are two nonisomorphic groups
of order 221 ? 9728 with isomorphic integral group rings.
In connection with the isomorphism problem for metabelian groups, it
would be very interesting to determine if the equality Aut G s Inn GZ
holds for finite metabelian groups. Recently, Z. Marciniak and K.
Roggenkamp proved that this equality holds for finite metabelian groups
w xwith abelian Sylow 2-subgroup 5 . Their proof works in fact for metanilpo-
w xtent groups with abelian Sylow 2-subgroup. In 7 we suggested that this
equality may remain true for groups with abelian Sylow 2-subgroup and
proved it when the Sylow 2-subgroup is of order 2. Thus the result of
Marciniak and Roggenkamp gives new evidence supporting our conjecture.
2. GENERAL COEFFICIENTS
Let G be a group and R a commutative ring. For x g RG and g g G,
 .  .we denote by x g the coefficient of x at g, so that x s  x g g. By
  . 4  .supp x we understand the set g g G: x g / 0 . For x g N R, G , let fx
denote the automorphism in Aut G induced by left-handed conjugationR
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 .   .y1 4by x, and for h g G we define c x, h s f g hg: g g G . In particu-x
 .  .lar, if x s 1 then c 1, h s c h is the conjugacy class of h in G.
  . 4Recall that the FC-center of G is the set D s g g G: c g is finite .G
It is well known that D is a characteristic subgroup of G. In particular,G
when G s D the group G is called an FC-group. Lemma 2 belowG
indicates the importance of FC-groups in this paper. It is an easy exercise
to show that a finitely generated group is an FC-group iff its center is of
finite index. Another equivalent property is the finiteness of the commuta-
tor subgroup. In particular, finitely generated torsion FC-groups are finite.
w xFor the proofs and more information we refer to the first chapter of 14 .
 .LEMMA 1. If x g N and h g supp x, then c x, h : supp x.
 .y1Proof. By the very definition we have f g xg s x for all g g G.x
 .  .  .Therefore for any a g c x, h we have x a s x h / 0, so a g supp x.
 .   . 4For x g N let D x s h g G: c x, h is finite .
 .LEMMA 2. If x g N and 1 g supp x, then D x s D .G
 .y1  .y1 y1Proof. For any h, g g G we have f g hg s f g gg hg gx x
 .  .  .c x, 1 ? c h . Since 1 g supp x, the set c x, 1 is finite by Lemma 1. Thus
 .  .c h is finite iff c x, h is.
COROLLARY 1. If x g N and 1 g supp x, then supp x : D .G
 .   . .COROLLARY 2. N R, G s G N R, G l RD .G
Proof. The inclusion = is obvious. For the opposite inclusion note
 .  . y1  .that for x g N R, G , if x g / 0 then y s g x satisfies y 1 / 0, so
 .y g RD l N R, G by Corollary 1.G
For any group G, by Aut G we denote the group of automorphisms ofc
G preserving conjugacy classes.
LEMMA 3. Let x g N be such that supp x : H, where H is a subgroup of
G and H-conjugacy classes are finite. Then f preser¨ es H-conjugacy classesx
in G. Consequently, f g Aut G.x c
 .  .Proof. For g g G let c g be its H-conjugacy class and e g sH H
 . h. Since supp x : H, the elements x and e g commute, i.e., fk g c  g . H xH
 .preserves e g .H
COROLLARY 3. If G is an FC-group, then Aut G : Aut G.R c
COROLLARY 4. If D is torsion, then Aut G : Aut G.G R c
Proof. Let x g N. We want to show that f g Aut G. By Corollary 2x c
we may assume that x g RD . Since D is a torsion FC-group, theG G
subgroup H generated by supp x is finite. In particular, the H-conjugacy
classes are finite, so the result follows by Lemma 3.
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QUESTION. Is it true that Aut G : Aut G for any group G?R c
In order to answer this question, it is enough to emphasize groups G
such that D is finitely generated and GrD is a finite, cyclic group. ToG G
see this, note that if G is a counterexample with x g N l RD and g g GG
such that xgxy1 and g are not conjugate, then the subgroup H generated
 .by supp x and g is also a counterexample with the same data . Since
supp x : D l H : D , clearly HrD is cyclic. Note that D is finitelyG H H H
generated. From the very definition of the FC-center we get that the
centralizer of D is of finite index. In particular, g n centralizes D forH H
some n. It follows that g n is central in H, and therefore g n g D . ThusH
HrD is finite.H
A little step toward the positive answer is the following simple lemma:
LEMMA 4. Any automorphism in Aut G preser¨ es all normal subgroupsR
of G.
Proof. Let x g N and H be a normal subgroup of G. Denote by s the
  ..natural projection RG ª RGrH. For h g H we have s f h sx
y1 .  .  .  .s x s h s x s 1, so f h g G l ker s s H.x
LEMMA 5. Let G be a group, H : G a finite subgroup, and c g Aut G
an automorphism preser¨ ing H-conjugacy classes. Then c is of finite order
 .di¨ isible only by primes which belong to p H .
Proof. Since c preserves H-conjugacy classes, it induces an automor-
< w xphism c of H preserving conjugacy classes. By Proposition 2.4 in 3 theH
<  .order m of c is divisible only by primes from p H . Let g g G andH
 . y1c g s ugu for some u g H. For any natural number N let u sN
Ny1 . Ny2 . N . y1 Nc u c u . . . u. Thus c g s u gu . Also, u s u , so forN N m N m
< < m < H < .N s H we get u s 1. Therefore c g s g and since g was arbi-m N
< <trary, the order of c divides m H .
 .For a group G we denote by T G the subset of torsion elements. It is
not hard to see from what we already know that for any FC-group H the
 .subset T H is a characteristic subgroup containing the commutator
 w x w x .  .subgroup see 14 or 6, Lemma 3 for a proof . In particular, HrT H is
a torsion-free, abelian group.
LEMMA 6. Let N be the subgroup of all elements in N which are in RD0 G
 .and whose image in the group ring RGrT D is central. Then N s GN .G 0
 .Proof. Let x g N and let s : RG ª RGrT D be the natural projec-G
tion. By Corollary 2 there exists y g RD such that x s gy for someG
g g G. Choose a maximal ideal m of R. The reduction mod m is a ring
 .  .  .epimorphism RGrT D ª Rrm GrT D G which is injective onG G
 .  .  .  .  .GrT D . In particular, for the image s y * of s y in Rrm GrT DG G
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 .we have f s f . Since D rT D is a torsionfree, abelian groups  y .* s  y . G G
 .  .and Rrm is a field, the group ring Rrm D rT D has only trivial units,G G
 .so f s f for some a g D rT D . The equality f s f meanss  y .* a G G s  y . a
y1  .  .that the conjugation by z s a s y acts trivially on GrT D , i.e., z is aG
 .  .central unit of RGrT D . Note that a s s h for some h g D andG G
 y1 .  .y1  . y1  . y1s h y s s h s y s a s y s z is central. Thus h y g N and0
y1consequently x s ghh y g GN .0
 .For a group G, we denote by Z G its center. Recall that for any
 .  w x .FC-group H the group HrZ H is torsion see 14 for the proof . Let A
 .  .be any maximal torsionfree subgroup of Z H and denote by P H the
 .  .set p HrA note that this set is independent of the choice of A . In
 .  .particular, p H : P H , but the converse is not true in general.
THEOREM 1. Let G be a group. Any element of Out G is of finite orderR
 .di¨ isible only by primes from P D .G
Proof. Let a g Out G. By Lemma 6 here exists x g N such that a isR 0
represented by f g Aut G. In particular, supp x g D . Let H be somex R G
finitely generated, normal in G subgroup of D containing supp x. ForG
example the normal subgroup generated by supp x is such since each
elements of the finite set supp x has a finite number of conjugates in G.
Thus H : D is a finitely generated FC-group. Let A be a maximalG
 .torsionfree subgroup of Z H . Thus A is a normal subgroup of H of
finite index i. There is a maximal torsionfree subgroup A9 of D such thatg
 .A s A9 l H. Thus any prime divisor of i is in P D . The intersection BG
of all subgroups of H of index i is a characteristic subgroup of H such
 .  .that p HrA s p HrB . Clearly B is normal in G.
 .Any c g Aut G induces automorphisms of GrT D , and GrB and ifR G
both of them are trivial, then so is c . The reason is that we have an
 .embedding G ¨ GrT D = GrB.G
Let z be the image of x in RGrB. Note that supp z is contained in
HrB which is finite. Thus f preserves HrB-conjugacy classes in GrB byz
Lemma 3, and therefore it has finite order s divisible only by primes from
 . sp HrB by Lemma 5. Consequently, f is the trivial automorphism ofz
GrB. In other words, f s is an automorphism of G which induces trivialx
automorphism of GrB. Since x g N , this automorphism induces identity0
 .also on GrT D . By the remark in the previous paragraph we concludeG
that f s is trivial. Consequently, a has finite order divisible only by primex
divisors of i. It remains to recall that any prime divisor of i belongs to
 .P D .G
COROLLARY 5. Let G be an FC-group. Any element of Aut G is of finiteR
 .order di¨ isible only by primes from P G . Moreo¨er, if G is finitely generated
and A is a maximal torsionfree subgroup of the center of G, then the natural
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maps Aut G ª Aut GrA and Out G ª Out GrA are injecti¨ e. Conse-R R R R
quently, Aut G is finite.R
Proof. The first part follows from the exact sequence of groups:
1 ª GrZ G ª Aut G ª Out G ª 1 . R R
  ..  .  .since both p GrZ G and p Out G are contained in P G .R
Suppose now that G is finitely generated and let A be a maximal
torsionfree subgroup of the center of G. In particular, GrA is finite. Since
 .GrT G is a torsionfree abelian group, any element h of Aut G inducesR
 .identity on GrT G . If h induces a trivial automorphism of GrA, then it
 .is trivial see second paragraph of the proof of Theorem 1 . In other words,
the natural map G ª GrA induces an embedding Aut G ¨ Aut GrA.R R
Suppose that for some h g Aut G its image in Aut GrA becomes inner,R R
say equal to conjugation by w g GrA. Let g g G map to w. The composi-
tion of conjugation by gy1 and h becomes the identity in Aut GrA, so itR
is trivial already in Aut G, i.e., h is inner. Thus we get an embeddingR
Out G ¨ Out GrA. Since GrA is finite, the result follows.R R
 .  .QUESTION. Is Corollary 5 true with p G instead of P G ?
 .  .COROLLARY 6. If D is torsionfree, then N R, G s C R, G G.G
 .Proof. In this case the set P D is empty, so Theorem 1 givesG
 4Out G s 1 which is equivalent to the assertion of Corollary 6.R
 .COROLLARY 7. If R is a domain and G is torsionfree, then N R, G s
R=? G.
=  . Proof. It is well known that in this case C s R ? Z G any central unit
has support in D which is torsionfree, hence abelian, so RD has onlyG G
.trivial units , so the result follows by Corollary 6.
Remark. Corollary 7 is consistent with the long-standing ``Unit Conjec-
ture'' which says that for G torsionfree and R a domain the group of units
 . =U R, G coincides with R ? G.
Now we define a homomorphism r : Out G ª Out D as follows: byR R G
Lemma 6, any a g Out G may be represented by some f with x g NR x 0
 .in particular x g RD . The restriction of f to D is an element ofG x G
 .Aut D , so it defines an element r a g Out D . If f is anotherR G R G y
representative for a with y g N , then xy1 y s gz with g g G and z g0
 .C R, G . Since any central element of RG is clearly in RD , we get thatG
g g D , and therefore f and f have the same image in Out D . Thus rG x y R G
is a well defined homomorphism.
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QUESTION. Is r necessarily injecti¨ e?
We were unable to answer this question. The following observation gives
a partial result.
w xThe association N ª Out G obtained by sending x to f is a group0 R x
epimorphism by Lemma 6. The subgroup N consisting of x g N which1 0
are central in RD is mapped onto ker r. The kernel of N ¸ ker r equalsG 1
 .  .N l D ? C R, G .1 G
 .  . y1For x g N and g g G define h g s f g g . Since x becomes1 x x
 .  .  .  .central in RGrT D , we have that h g g T D . Also, h g s 1 forG x G x
g g D since x is central in RD . Thus h induces a function GrD ¬G G x G
 .T D .G
 . y1 y1 y1 y1  y1 y1. y1Let h g D . We have hh g h s hxgx g h s xh gx g h sG x
 y1 y1.  .  .x gx g s h g . Therefore h has values in the subgroup CT D ofx x G
 .T D consisting of elements which are central in D . The image of h isG G x
 .exactly c x, 1 , so it is finite, and therefore contained in some finite
 .subgroup U of CT D . Thus h is a 1-cocycle of GrD with values in U.G x G
This suggests the following notation: for an FC-group H denote by
 .  .CT H the subgroup of T H consisting of elements which are central
in H. For any group G, we define
H 1 G s lim H 1 GrD , V , .  .f Gª
where the limit is taken over all finite, normal in G subgroups V of
 . 1 .  1 ..CT D . Thus H G is a torsion, abelian group, and p H G :G f f
  ..  .p T D : P D .G G
Since h is a 1-cocycle of GrD with values in U, it defines an elementx G
w x 1 . w x  .x g H G . We have x s 0 if and only if there exists a g CT D suchf G
 . y1 y1  . y1that h g s gag a f or all g g G. Thus f g s a ga is inner. Inx
y1  .  .other words, x s a z with z central, i.e., x g CT D ? C R, G : N .G 1
w x  .Therefore the function x ¬ x defines an embedding i of N rCT D ?1 G
 . 1 . 1 .C R, G into H G . Now we have a natural map p: H G ªf f
1  .. w x.  .  .H GrD , Z D and p x s 0 if and only if x g N l D ? C R, G .G G 1 G
The last group clearly coincides with the kernel of the map N ¸ ker r, so1
we get an embedding ker r ¨ im p. In particular, we obtain the following
corollary:
1 . 1  ..COROLLARY 8. If the map p: H G ª H GrD , Z D is tri¨ ial,f G G
then r is injecti¨ e.
COROLLARY 9. If both G and D are finitely generated, then Out G isG R
finite.
Proof. By Corollary 5 we know that Out D is finite. Since under ourR G
1 . 1  ..assumption we have that H G s H GrD , CT D is finite, ker r isf G G
finite too and the result follows.
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3. SPECIAL COEFFICIENTS
From now on, unless stated otherwise, R will be the ring of integers in a
number field K, my the group of roots of unity in R. By K n, Rn we
denote the normal closure of K and the integral closure of R in K n
respectively. All these rings are considered as subrings of the field of
complex numbers, so the complex conjugation s is well defined as an
 n .element of Gal K rQ s W. For an automorphism s g W and a homo-
 .=morphism f : G ª s R , we define a ring antihomomorphism f : RG ªs
 .  .  .  . y1s R G as follows: if x s a g, then f x s s a f g g . In particu-g s g
lar, when s s s is the complex conjugation and f is trivial, then f is thes
well known and very useful star operation, and when R s Z, then it is an
involution induced by an orientation homomorphism f.
 .=We will denote by I the trivial homomorphism I: G ª s R . By
C , W we understand the conjugacy class of s in W and the normals s
subgroup of W generated by s, respectively. Note that W and C do nots s
depend on the embedding of K into C. For x s a g g RG and s g W,g
 .  .we define s x s s a g.g
 .THEOREM 2. Let x g RG. If for all s g C we ha¨e xI x s 1, thens s
x s j g for some g g G and j g m.
Proof. Let x s a g with a s j / 0, and let t g W be such thatg g 0
<  . < y1  .t j G 1. Then, for s s t st g C , we have 1 s xI x ss s
 .  . a s a q  b g. Therefore  a s a s 1, and by evaluat-g g G g g g /1 g g g G g g
<  . < 2 <  . < 2ing t on both sides of the last equality we get 1 s  t a G t jg g G g
G 1. Thus both inequalities are in fact equalities which implies that a s 0g
<  . < <  . <for g / g and t j s 1. Therefore x s j g and t j F 1 for all0 0
 w x.t g W. By Kronecker's Theorem see 8 j is a root of unity.
An algebraic number field K will be called a CN field provided the
n complex conjugation is central in the Galois group of K i.e., W hass
.order at most 2 . In a more standard terminology it means that K is a CM
field or a totally real field. Elementary Galois theory shows that CN fields
are invariant under complex conjugation. In particular, if K is a CN field,
then I preserves RG.s
 .COROLLARY 10. If K is a CN field and x g RG is such that xI x s 1,s
then x s j g for some g g G and j g m.
 .COROLLARY 11. If xI x s 1 for all s g W , then x g "G.s s
Proof. By Theorem 2 and the inclusion C : W and we get x s j gs s
2with j g m and g g G. Since id g W , we get j s 1, i.e., j s "1.s
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Remark. The following example shows that Corollary 10 is generally
false without the assumption that K is a CN field. Let G be of order 2
with generator w, and let a be such that cos a is a nonrational, real
 .algebraic integer. Put K s Q cos a , sin a , i , and set x s cos a q i sin a w.
 .Then xI x s 1 but x f mG.s
THEOREM 3. Let x g RG be a unit of finite order such that for all s g Cs
 . nthe element xI x g R G is also of finite order. Then x g mG.s
y1  . y1Proof. Let x s a g, s s t st g C . Then xI x s  a tg s s g g G g
 .  y1  .. <  . < 2st a q  b g. Since t  a t st a s  t a ) 0 the coeffi-g g /1 g g g G g g g
 . wcient of 1 in xI x is nonzero. By a theorem of Bass 13, p. 45, Corollarys
x  . n n1.2 , xI x s r g R . Therefore r is a unit of finite order in R , i.e., as
 . <  . < 2root of unity. Since t r s  t a is a positive real number and a rootg
 .  .of unity, we have t r s 1, hence r s 1. We showed that xI x s 1 fors
every s g C , so by Theorem 2 we have x g mG.s
 .COROLLARY 12. If K is a CN field and x, xI x are units of finite order ins
RG, then x g mG.
Let U, U n be the unit group of RG and RnG, respecti¨ ely, and N, N n be
the normalizers of G in U, U n.
THEOREM 4. Let x g RG.
 .  .  . ni If x g N, then xf x s f x x is central in U for e¨ery s g Ws s
and f : G ª R*.
 .  . nii x g N if and only if xI x is central in U for e¨ery s g C .s s
Proof. Let x g N and g g G. There exists h g G such that gx s xh.
y1  .  .  .  .  . y1  .Thus h f x f h s f xh s f gx s f x g f g and consequentlys s s s
 . y1  .  y1 .  y1 .gxf x g s xf x f hg . Taking augmentation we obtain f hg s 1,s s
 . y1  .  .and therefore gxf x g s xf x . Since g was arbitrary, we get i .s s
 .  . nTo prove ii suppose that xI x is central in U for all s g C .s s
y1  y1 . y1Therefore xgx I xgx s 1 and by Theorem 2 we get xgx s z h fors
some z g m and h g H. Now observe that the augmentation of xgxy1
equals 1 which gives z s 1 and xgxy1 g G. Since g was arbitrary, we get
 .x g N. The converse implication follows directly from i .
 .Remark. Note that i remains true for arbitrary ring R, any automor-
phism s of R, and any homomorphism f : G ª R=.
 .COROLLARY 13. If K is a CN field, then x g N if and only if xI x iss
central in U.
Remark. The corollary is not true without the assumption that K is a
CN field as the following example shows: let G be a finite group with a
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noncentral element w of order 2, let g g G be such that gw / wg, and let
 . y1x, K be as in the previous remark. Then xI x s 1 is central but xgx fs
G, so x f N.
Let S be the normal subgroup of W generated by the elements of the
y1  w x. < <form ss ss i.e., S s W, s , and let k s S . We will call the antiho-
momorphism f an involution provided it fulfills f 2 s id when considereds s
as an antiautomorphism of RnG.
 .  y1  ..  y1  ..THEOREM 5. i If f is an in¨olution, then x f x f x f x s 1s s s s
for e¨ery x g N.
 .  .ii If K is a CN field and x g N, then I x s j gx where j g m ands
g g G commutes with x.
 .  k . k niii If x g N, then I x s z gx where z g R G is central and g g G.s
 .  .Proof. Part i is an easily consequence of the facts that x and f xs
commute and f 2 s id.s
 . y1  .  .By i and Corollary 10, we get x I x g mG which implies ii .s
 .  . y1Theorem 4 i implies that for every s g W we have I x s j x fors s
n  . yksome j central in U . Thus  I x s j x for some j in thes s g S s
center of U n. Observe that j xyk is invariant under the action of S , so
j xyk g R SG where R S is the subring of Rn fixed by S . The field of
fractions of R S is a Galois extension of the rationals with WrS as the
 .  yk . ykGalois group, so it is a CN field. By ii we have I j x s hhj x fors
S y1 y1  .some root of unity h g R and h g G. Therefore, if z s h j I j ands
y1 n s k . kg s h , then z is central in R G and I x s z gx .
THEOREM 6. Let R be the ring of integers in a number field, and let p be a
rational prime. If pa di¨ ides the order of some element f g Out G, thenR
 . a <p g P D and p 2k, where k has been defined before Theorem 5.G
 .Proof. The inclusion p g P D is a consequence of Theorem 1. ToG
prove the divisibility condition, consider a unit x g N which induces
 . k  k . 2 kf g Out G. By Theorem 5 iii we have x I x s j gx with g g G andR s
k  k . 2 k y1j central. Now by Theorem 4 the element x I x is central so x s hgs
where h is in the center of N. Therefore f 2 k s id, so the order of f
divides 2k.
w xThe following corollary is a generalization of a theorem of Krempa 3 .
COROLLARY 14. If K is a CN field, then Out G is an elementary abelianR
2-group.
 .COROLLARY 15. If no prime di¨ isor of 2k belongs to P D , thenG
 .Aut G s Inn G. In particular, this is the case when 2 f P D and S is aR G
2-group.
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LEMMA 7. Let G be a finitely generated FC-group and R any commutati¨ e
ring. Then the center of RG is a finitely generated R-algebra.
Proof. Let t "1, t "1, . . . , t "1 be generators of the center of G,1 2 m
 .b , b , . . . , b representatives of cosets of Z G in G. Thus any element g1 2 s
a i  .  . a iin G is of the form b  t , so its conjugacy class is c g s c b  t .j i j i
Therefore the center of RG is generated as an R-algebra by t "1, t "1,1 2
"1  .  .  .. . . , t and c b , c b , . . . , c b .m 1 2 s
Recall that a commutative domain of characteristic 0 is called G-adapted
 .  .if no prime from p G is invertible in R. For any ring B by m s m R we
denote the group of roots of unity in R.
 .LEMMA 8. Let G be a group and R a G-adapted ring. If x g N R, G is
such that x n g G for some positi¨ e integer n, then x g mG.
Proof. Plainly the augmentation of x belongs to m, so we may assume
that x is a normalized unit. By Corollary 2, we may write x s hy with
 . n  .h g G and y g N R, D . Clearly y g D . Since RD rT D has onlyG G G G
 .trivial units there is g g D such that gy maps to 1 in RD rT D . InG G G
 .n  .particular, gy is an element of D which maps to 1 in RD rT D ,G G G
 .n  .which implies that gy g T D . Thus gy is a unit of finite order, so it isG
a product of elements of prime power orders laying in the cyclic subgroup
generated by it. Without loss of generality we may assume that gy itself is
w xof prime power order. By 13, Theorem 2.8, p. 55 there is an element b of
 .finite order in the support of gy. Since gy normalizes T D , the unitG
y1  .u s b gx is of finite order and u 1 / 0. Since D is locally polycyclic-g
w xby-finite, the theorem of Bass 13, Corollary II.1.4 implies that u g G.
Therefore x g G And the lemma is proved.
THEOREM 7. Let G be a group with a finitely generated FC-center and R a
 .finitely generated G-adapted ring. The center C of U R, G is a finitely
 .generated abelian group with torsion m Z G .
Proof. By Lemma 7 the center of RD is a finitely generated ringG
w xwhich has no nilpotent elements by 13, p. 51, Corollary 2.13 . By a
w xtheorem of Bass 4, p. 75, Corollary 4.11 , we get that the unit group of the
 .center of RD is finitely generated. This group is C R, D , and clearlyG G
 .  .C R, G is a subgroup of it. In particular, C R, G is a finitely generated
abelian group. The description of the torsion follows directly from Lem-
ma 8.
Let us return to the assumption that R is the ring of integers in a
number field.
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THEOREM 8. Let G be a group with a finitely generated FC-center. The
group NrmG is a finitely generated, torsionfree abelian group of the same rank
 .r as CrZ G .
 4 n nProof. Let C s s , . . . , s . Denote by C the center of N . Con-s 1 m
m n  .sider the map f : N ª  C given by the formula f x sis1
  .  ..   .xI x , . . . , xI x . Observe that f is a homomorphism since xI x ares s s1 m i
.  .central . Moreover, ker f s mG by Theorem 2. Therefore f N s NrmG
is finitely generated and abelian. It is torsionfree by Lemma 8. Since
 .  .NrC G is torsion, f N rf C is a finitely generated, torsion, abelian
 .  .  .group, so it is finite. Therefore the groups f N and f C s Crm Z G
have the same rank, equal to r.
COROLLARY 16. If the FC-center of G is finitely generated, then the group
Out G is a finite abelian group.R
Proof. Since Out G s NrC G, the result follows.R
w xThe following result for finite groups was proved by R. Coleman 1 in
the case when R is a field of characteristic p and independently by
w x w xSaksonov 12 and Jackowski and Marciniak 3 for any ring such that p is
not invertible in R:
THEOREM 9. Let p be a prime and R a commutati¨ e ring such that p is
 .not in¨ertible in R. For a group G and a p-subgroup P of G, let N R, G beP
 .the subgroup of units of RG which normalize P. For any x g N R, G thereP
exists g g G such that gx centralizes P.
w xProof. The proof is practically the same as in 3 for the case of a finite
 .group. Let x g N R, G , and let f be the automorphism of P induced byP
conjugation with x. Then P acts on supp x in the following manner:
y1  .  .p) a s p af p . Clearly the function a ¬ x a is constant on orbits.
Since P is a p-group and supp x is finite, the cardinality of each orbit is a
power of p. Since the augmentation of x is a unit and p is not invertible,
there is at least one fixed point h g supp x otherwise the augmentation
. y1  .would be a multiple of p . But then h s p hf p for all p g P, and
y1 y1 y1plainly this is equivalent to hph s xpx , so h x centralizes P.
For a finite group G we get the following important result:
THEOREM 10. Let G be a finite group with a normal Sylow p subgroup,
and let F be a ring in which p is not in¨ertible. Then the order of the group
Out G is not di¨ isible by p.F
ÄProof. Let f g Out G be of p-power order. Thus there exists a unit xF
of FG such that the conjugation by x induces on G automorphism f
Ä representing f. We can assume that f is a p-element if not, replace f
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.with f to an appropriate power relatively prime to p . Let P be the Sylow
p-subgroup of G, and let H s GrP. By p we denote the ring homomor-
phism FG ª FH induced by the natural epimorphism p : G ª H. Conju-
 .gation by p x induces on H an automorphism c g Aut H of p-powerR
 < <.order, and since p, H s 1, we get by Theorem 9 that c s id. By the
Schur]Zassenhaus theorem, P has a complement H in G i.e., a sub-0
.group of G mapped by f isomorphically onto H , and all such comple-
ments are conjugate in G. In particular, there exists an element q g P
such that qH qy1 s xH xy1. This implies that the conjugation by qy1 x0 0
 y1 .  .preserves H , and since p q x s p x acts trivially on H, we get that0
qy1 x centralizes H . Since x and qy1 x represent the same element0
Äf g Out G, we can assume that x centralizes H . By Theorem 9 theF 0
conjugation by x acts on P as a conjugation by some element of G. Since
the automorphism induced by x is of p-power order, a standard argument
shows that this element can be chosen from P. Therefore we can write
x s uz where u g P and z centralizes P. For any h g H we have0
x s hxhy1 s huhy1 hzhy1. In particular, we get x n s  hxhy1 s wyhg H 0
where n is the order of H, w g P and y s  hzhy1 is a H -invarianthg H 00
 y1element which centralizes P observe that the elements hzh , h g H0
.pairwise commute . This implies that y is in the center of FG, and
n Äntherefore x acts on G as an inner automorphism, i.e., f s id. Since
Ä Ä .p, n s 1 and f is a p-element, we get f s id.
COROLLARY 17. If K is a CN field and G a finite group with a normal
Sylow 2-subgroup, then Aut G s Inn G.R
Proof. By Corollary 14, the group Out G is a 2-group and by TheoremR
10 it has no 2-torsion. Therefore Out G s 1, i.e., Aut G s Inn G.R R
w x  . w xFor different proofs of the last corollary see 3 the case R s Z and 7 .
COROLLARY 18. Let G be a finitely generated FC-group such that its
commutator subgroup is a p-group. If p is not a unit in R, then Out G s 1.R
Proof. Let t g Out G. By Theorem 9, we may assume that t isR
w xrepresented by an automorphism f fixing G, G pointwise. Since fx
 . y1 w xpreserves conjugacy classes by Corollary 3, we have u s f g g g G, Gx
n . nfor all g g G. Therefore f g s u g for all integers n and in particularx
f is of p-power order. Thus t is a p-element.x
On the other hand, by Corollary 5, we have an embedding Out G ¨R
Out GrA, where A is a maximal torsionfree subgroup of the center of G.R
But GrA is a finite group with a normal Sylow p-subgroup since its
.commutator subgroup is a p-group , so Out GrA has no p-torsion byR
Theorem 10. Thus t s 1.
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QUESTION. For non-finitely generated FC-groups we get in the same way
that Aut G consists of locally inner automorphisms. Is it true in general thatR
for any FC-group G the locally inner automorphisms in Aut G must beR
inner?
4. THE TEMPTATION
 .  .The elements of N R, G are of finite exponent over GC R, G . There-
fore it is natural to look at elements which have the last property but are
 .not necessary in N R, G . It is tempting to search for finite groups such
 n .that every unit x of finite order over the center i.e., x g C for some n
is a product of some element of finite order and some element from C.
Particularly promising might seem to be finite p-groups for which we
have the strong form of isomorphism problem and Theorem 9. Unfortu-
nately, even among finite p-groups our question looks rather hopeless as
the following example suggested by K. W. Roggenkamp shows.
 8 2 y1:EXAMPLE. Let G s a, b: a s 1 s b , bab s a be the dihedral
4 2 y1 :group of order 16, G s a, b: a s 1 s b , bab s a be the dihedral
group of order 8, and let f : ZG ª ZG be the homomorphism given by
’ .  .  .f a s a, f b s b. Let z s 1 q i 2 r2 be a primitive eight root of 1,
w xS s Z z . Consider the representation r : G ª GL S given by2
z 0 0 1
r a s , r b s . .  .y1 1 00 j
Extend r : ZG ª S and let R be its image. Finally, let p : ZG ª F G be1 2
the reduction mod 2. It is not hard to establish that p f factors through r,1
i.e., there exists a homomorphism p : R ª F G such that p f s p r.2 2 1 2
Also, ZG is a pullback of R and ZG over F G, i.e., ZG is isomorphic to a2
 .  .  .subring of R = ZG consisting of pairs u, w such that p u s p w . Let2 1
y12 z y z 2z y 1 .
A s g R .y1 y12z y 1 2 z y z .
2 .  The element u s A, b is a unit in ZG whose square u s y 1
2’ . .q 2 I, 1 is central. Now observe that the center of R consists of
elements of the form a I where a is a unit of S invariant under complex
’w xconjugation. Therefore a is a real unit of S hence a unit of Z 2 . It is
n’ ’w x  .well known that the units of Z 2 are of the form " 1 q 2 with
 .n g Z. Suppose that u s cf , where c s B, c is central and f is of finite
n’ .order. In particular, B is central in R, so B s " 1 q 2 I for some
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2 2  2 .  2 .integer n. Since A s B f f we deduce that f f s "I as a central
2 2 n’ ’ .  .element in R of finite order. Therefore y 1 q 2 I s " 1 q 2 I
y1 .  .hence n s 1. Now p B s " 1 q a q a which implies that c is a2
y1 .  .central unit of ZG such that p c s " 1 q a q a . But this is impossi-1
ble since the group ring ZG has only trivial central units this can be easily
checked by direct calculation or by the description of group rings with
w x.trivial central units given in 9 . Therefore u is a unit of order 2 over the
center which is not a product of central unit and a unit of finite order.
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